Psychology Major/Minor Requirements

**Courses require a grade of C or better to count toward the Psychology Major**

Psychology courses taken at other institutions must be approved by Prof. Hilford for credit towards the Psychology Major or Minor

2009-2010 Bulletin

**Bold** courses indicate courses offered Fall 2009

REQUIRED: (V89.0001 and V89.0010 required for Major/ V89.0001 only required for Minor)

- Introduction to Psychology, V89.0001
- Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, V89.0010

*All psychology courses require V89.0001
**All Psychology majors are required to take V89.0010

CORE A - Natural Sciences (2 required for Major/ 1 for Minor):
- Perception, V89.0022
- Cognitive Neuroscience, V89.0025
- Cognition, V89.0029
- Developmental Psychology, V89.0034

CORE B - Social Science (2 required for Major/ 1 for Minor):
- Personality, V89.0030
- Social Psychology, V89.0032
- Developmental Psychology, V89.0034
- Community Psychology, V89.0036 (formerly V89.0074)

CORE C - Laboratory Courses (1 required for Major/ None required for Minor)**All Core C courses require V89.0009 or V89.0010

- Lab in Organizational, V89.0038
  prerequisites: either V89.0032 or V89.0062
- Lab in Personality & Social Psychology, V89.0039
  prerequisites: V89.0030, V89.0032, or V89.0035
- Lab in Developmental Psychology, V89.0040
  prerequisites: V89.0034
- Lab in Community Research, V89.0041
  prerequisites: V89.0074, V89.0032, V89.0062 or other core B course
- Lab in Infancy Research, V89.0042
  Must be taken as part of a 2-course series with V89.0992; prerequisites: Permission of Instructor and V89.0034
- Lab in Clinical Research, V89.0043
  prerequisites: V89.0035 or V89.0030
- Lab in Perception, V89.0044
  prerequisites: either V89.0022, V89.0029, or V89.0025
- Behavioral & Integrative Neural Science, V89.0052 with LAB
  NOTE: Registration for LAB requires approval of Dept. of Neural Science (Meyer 8th floor office).
  prerequisites: V89.0001, V23.0011, V23.0012 and either V89.0024 or V80.0100
- Lab in Human Cognition, V89.0046
  prerequisites: either V89.0020, V89.0022, V89.0025, V89.0029 or V89.0027
- Lab in Psychopathology or Research Methods in Psychopathology, V89.0048
  prerequisites: either V89.0030 or V89.0051
- Lab in Statistical Methods V89.0047
  Prerequisites: any Core course

ADVANCED ELECTIVES (2 required for Major/ 1 for Minor):

- Teaching Psychology, V89.0002
  prerequisite: admittance by application only
- Seminar in Memory, V89.0023
  prerequisite: V89.0025 and statistics
- Language and Mind, V89.0027
  prerequisite: V89.0029
- Advanced Seminar in Thinking
  prerequisite: V89.0025 or V89.0029
- Abnormal Psychology, V89.0051 (formerly V89.0035)
  prerequisite: any Core B course
- Behavioral & Integrative Neural Science, V89.0052
  prerequisites: V89.0001, V23.0011, V23.0012, and either V89.0024 or V80.0100
- Advanced Seminar in Perception, V89.0061 (formerly Visual Psychophysics); prerequisite: V89.0022 or V89.0044 or permission of Instructor
- Industrial & Organizational Psychology, V89.0062
  prerequisite: any Core B course & statistics (lab suggested)
- Research Experiences & Methods, V89.0999
  (formerly Tutorial Research); prerequisites: permission of department and V89.0009 or V89.0010 as well as 2 other psychology core courses and GPA of at least 3.0.
- Special Topic: Neural Bases of Language, V89.0300.001/002
  prerequisites: V89.0030 or V89.0051.
- Special Topic: Experiments in Beauty V89.0300.003
  prerequisites: B or better in Core A, background in music
- Special Topic: Decision Making V89.0300
  prerequisites: V89.0025 or V89.0029
  prerequisites: V89.0029 and V89.0032 **
- Special Topic: Cog Dev & Lang. Acquisition V89.0300.011
  prerequisites: V89.0001 or instructor permission **
- Special Topic: Systems of Psychotherapy, V89.0300.004
- Special Topic: Psychology of Music V89.0300.005
- Special Topic: Motivation and Volition V89.0300.006
- Special Topic: Simulation Studio: V89.0300.007
- Honors Seminar I and II, V89.0200/0201
  prerequisites: formal admission into the Honors Program

** verify prerequisite with Academic Affairs Office